
A Quick Guide to Cleaning and Washing

Beachwear

Sunbathing at the beach and frolicking around amidst the waves feels incredible but cleaning

beachwear can be quite a nightmare. Removing sand particles from the clothes and washing

out the dirt and grime can take hours. Moreover, the particles of sand cling so stubbornly to

the beach costumes that it seems almost impossible to clean the costumes and wear them

again. Discarding clothes because of sand particles sticking to the fabric can burn a hole in

your wallet. Instead, you can reach out to Hello Laundry in London for help. The

professionals at Hello Laundry clean the beachwear by de-sanding treatment before washing

them with detergent. The launderers make sure that the clothes become brand new again.

However, if you would rather clean your beach dresses at home, then the guide to

de-sanding and washing beachwear may be of great help to you. Read on to know more

about cleaning your beach suits right now.

Easy Steps To Wash and Clean Your Beach Dresses and Suits at

Home:

Now that you have come back home from your exciting beach vacation it is time to get

down to laundry work. Do not let the sand clinging to your cute beach dresses terrify you.
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Take things slow and your beach suits will become clean in no time. Follow the steps below

to de-sand and wash your beachwear:

#1 - Give Your Clothes a Good Shake:

Do not toss your sandy clothes into the water basin. Water tends to make the sand particles

stick more stubbornly to the clothes. Instead, lay your clothes out on a rack in the Sun for a

few hours. After a few hours of aeration, shake your clothes with great force. Shaking the

clothes helps in dislodging the sand particles. Focus on your shoes and inner-wear as well.

Make sure to stand outside your room while shaking your sandy clothes. Otherwise, you

may have to sweep your room after shaking your clothes. Shake the clothes vigorously for at

least ten minutes and then toss them into a laundry bag.

Also Read: Effective Summer Laundry Tips to Simplify Sunny Season

#2 - Wash The Sand Away:

After giving your clothes a good shake, it is time to wash the clothes. Washing sandy clothes

by hand is extremely difficult and exhausting. It is better to use a washing machine for

washing your beach clothes. You can even consider visiting your nearest laundromat for

machine washing your beachwear. Use hot water to wash the sandy clothes. Set the

temperature of water to a high level to wipe out every trace of sand particles from your

clothes.
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After using the washing machine to wash your sandy clothes, make sure to run an empty

wash. An empty wash cycle ensures that there is no sand remaining in the machine after the

wash. If there is too much sand in the washing machine, then you can vinegar or baking soda

to clean the machine. Add a few tablespoons of baking soda and run an empty wash cycle to

dislodge the dirt. You can also use plain white vinegar instead of baking soda to clean the

washing machine. Pour half a cup of vinegar into the washing machine and run the rinse

cycle to clean out the water ducts of the machine.

If you have sand sticking to your lingerie then avoid using the washing machine. Instead, fill

a basin with lukewarm water and soap, and then wash the lingerie items by hand.

#3 - Air Dry The Washed Beachwear:

Aeration of the beachwear after washing is ideal. However, if the weather is rainy or cloudy,

then you may use a tumble dryer. If you find sand particles clinging stubbornly to the

clothes, then you may use a small vacuum cleaner. Suck out the sticky particles of sand after

drying the clothes and then store the clothes in a clean and dry place.

#4 - Clean Your Beach Gear As Well:

Your clothes are not the only articles covered with sand. Once you reach home from the

beach, you will find that your umbrella, parasols, flip-flops, and face towels are all drenched

in the sand. You can simply dry out the face towels and wash them by hand. To clean your

flip-flops, give all the pairs a good shake. Next, use a water jet pipe to spray the flip-flops



with cold water. By now, there should not be any sand particles clinging to the slippers.

However, if you find that the flip-flops are still sandy, then you may scrub the flip-flops with

an old toothbrush to scrape off the clingy sand particles. Make a paste of baking soda,

detergent soap, and water to brush off the sand from your beach slippers.

For umbrellas and parasols, air dry is the only option. Aerate the umbrellas and parasols and

then shake them dry. Prepare a solution of detergent soap and lukewarm water in a bucket.

Dip a sponge in the solution and gently wipe the fabric of the umbrellas and parasols with it.

Also Read: How To Keep Your Swimming Costumes Wash And Clean

Conclusion:

Cleaning your beachwear is never easy. Moreover, it is not exactly fun to come back home

after a beautiful day at the beach only to deal with sandy clothes. So, instead of spoiling

your vacation mood with laundry work, simply reach out to professional launderers at Hello

Laundry. This way you can make sure that there are no sand particles stubbornly clinging to

your beachwear.
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